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Reasoned Document for Draft Specification of Tamping Machine Remote Monitoring Unit  
(Specification no. TM/HM/TEX./396 of 2017) 

SN Clause 

no. 

Provision of  Draft Specification of 
Tamping Machine Remote Monitoring 
Unit (Specification no. 
TM/HM/TEX/396  of 2017)as uploaded 
on 06.10.2017 

Comments of M/s Robert Bosch 
Engineering and Business Solutions 
Private Limited on  UPLOADED 
Specification 

RDSO Remarks on the 
comments of the firm received 
on uploaded specification 

Modified Draft Specification of 
Tamping Machine Remote Monitoring 
Unit (Specification no. 
TM/HM/TEX/396  of 2017 

1.  1.5 The TMRMU system is to be 
equipped with a mobile App to 
enable tamping personnel to 
manually key-in the Tamping 
machine number, Railway Division 
and Section, Date, Up/Down track, 
Kilometer Reference details via their 
cell phones and can also associate 
themselves and the machinery with 
which they are working with. 

Requirement 3.12 talks about HMI 
where operator can see the data 
live. We can use same HMI to key in 
the operator details. No separate 
App is required.  
 
 

Comment is acceptable 
The clause is modified 
accordingly. 

The TMRMU system is to be equipped 

with an mobile App arrangement to 

enable tamping personnel to manually 

key-in the Tamping machine number, 

Railway Division and Section, Date, 

Up/Down track, Kilometer Reference 

details via their cell phones and can 

also associate themselves and the 

machinery with which they are working 

with. 

2.  2.1 The equipment supplied shall be of 
good quality, rugged and reliable 
and capable to   withstand 
environmental and use conditions. 
The individual components shall 
meet the lifecycle for that category 
of equipment. 

Requirement is generic and not 
quantifiable.  
Suggestion to include - Telematics 
gateway used for the 
communication with the cloud 
should be CE certified  

Comment is acceptable 
The clause is modified 
accordingly 

The equipment shall have 
telematics gateway used for the 
communication with the cloud & it 
should be CE certified supplied 

shall be of good quality, rugged 

and reliable and capable to   

withstand environmental and 

use conditions. The individual 

components shall meet the 

lifecycle for that category of 

equipment.  

3.  2.8 The equipment, cabling and 
connectors shall be designed to 
handle the harsh environmental 
conditions of the locomotive. 

Requirement says locomotive. It 
should be tamping machine  
 

Comment is acceptable 
The clause is modified 
accordingly 

The equipment, cabling and 
connectors shall be designed to 
handle the harsh environmental 
conditions of the locomotive in 
which  tamping machine work. 

4.  3.3  
 
 
Data logging servers 
These servers shall be located at 
the data center of  
the supplier/service provider. These 
servers shall log  

We as Bosch India don't maintain 
third party data. We recommend to 
use Railway TMS platform or any 
other suppliers such as Amazon, 
Microsoft or others . 
 

Comment is partially 
acceptable The clause is 
modified accordingly 

These servers shall be located at 
the data center of TMS platform 
(railway server)  .the 
supplier/service provider. These 
servers shall log data relayed by the 
TMRMU on board equipment. 
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data relayed by the TMRMU on 
board equipment. 

5.  3.13 Duplicate setup for testing and 
monitoring 
A scaled down but fully functional 
duplicate of the server setup for the 
web portal                    shall be 
setup at specified location on Indian 
Railways premises. Indian Railways 
will provide a suitable room for 
housing the server with electricity, 
water and network connections. The 
service provider shall setup up a 
scaled down but otherwise identical 
server setup of the internet portal. 
The data on this setup shall be 
synchronized with the main server 
at least once a month or better. 
However whenever configuration 
and programs are to be amended, 
this server shall be modified first. 
The modifications shall be tested 
and only then implemented on   the 
main server. 

If we use railway server for this 
application, then duplicate setup at 
Railway premises is possible. If we 
use servers from either Amazon, 
Microsoft or other suppliers, then we 
will have test setup at service 
provider location. Any change in  
SW/Configuration will be done on 
test server before updating on the 
main server. 
 
 

Comment is acceptable 
The clause is modified 
accordingly 

Duplicate setup for testing and 
monitoring 
A scaled down but fully functional 
duplicate of the server setup for the 
web portal                    shall be 
setup at specified location on Indian 
Railways premises. Indian Railways 
will provide a suitable room for 
housing the server to TMS platform 
with electricity, water and network 
connections. The service provider 
shall setup up a scaled down but 
otherwise identical server setup of 
the internet portal. The data on this 
setup shall be synchronized with the 
main server at least once a month 
or better. However whenever 
configuration and programs are to 
be amended, this server shall be 
modified first. The modifications 
shall be tested and only then 
implemented on   the main server. 

 


